
God because they have no changes."—Ps.55:19. You need 
change, everybody needs change. It gives you a chance to exer
cise faith & initiative & that ol' pioneering spirit & have new in
spiration, new faces & new places! Variety is the spice of life & 
you need to get away from that grindstone & that treadmill 
there—which it can become when you're working that hard & 
really turning out the grist & the grit & the grain! It can get a lit
tle old sometimes & a bit wearing & tiring & you need a relief & 
a change & a rest & some variety. So I just suggest that it's about 
time you need to take another trip & get away from it all. 

5. It's gonna take some time, of course, to organise this tour 
& give each Family in each country time to arrange facilities & 
dates & the places to meet & house & feed them etc., because I 
would suggest that they be like NAFs, National Fellowships, 
which they're supposed to have about once a year & cover that 
particular area, that country, & go perhaps to the capital city of 
each country for this gathering. 

6.1 would suggest maybe just a weekend in each place so 
you'll have mid-week to rest & relax & recuperate & recover & 
regain your strength for the next weekend. In fact, that would even 
be pretty tight in some cases & you might have to just make the ar
rangements for every two weeks because it'll probably involve 
more than just a weekend in the country. You may want to go there 
in time to have conferences with leaders & talk & pray over their 
plans & problems etc. & discuss the arrangements for the meetings 
& the programme & all of that with them before you actually ap
pear publicly before the Family in the actual general meetings. 

7. So you could easily probably spend a week in each capi
tal helping them to make the last-minute arrangements for their 
meetings & programmes etc. & conferring with the leaders & then 
having the actual general meetings with the Family for perhaps a 
couple of days. Maybe on Saturdays & Sundays you could have 
a daytime general meeting with the Family, maybe a Committee 
leadership meeting too somewhere in-between, & then general 
night meetings for watching the new videos which I'm sure 
they'll be thrilled to see & so you can take a little bit of a rest & 
not have to be the whole show all the time! 

8. You can carry the ball & inspire'm & thrill'm with your 
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wonderful inspirational talks & really sort of whip up a storm 
£ some enthusiasm for our new plans & really encourage them 
ft inspire them & thrill them with what they can do! You'll be 
going around like Saint Paul the Apostle, going back to the 
various churches as he did. He said, "Let's take a trip to go back 
ft see how the brethren do."—Acts 15:36. 

9. So I don't want you to arrange your itinerary too tight 
& appointments too close together, a week apart would be pret
ty tight. I recommend that it would be better if you had them about 
TWO weeks apart, then you would be sure to have plenty of time 
for rest & relaxation & recuperation between them, also plenty of 
time to meet with leaders, have in-between leadership meetings, 
planning & arranging the next programme etc., the last-minute 
details & praying with them about their problems & helping them 
with their needs & maybe sometimes even dealing with their 
problem cases. 

10. There are a lot of things an evangelist can do that local 
pastors find difficult because they have to live with the people. 
It's a strange thing, but this is one purpose of evangelists. They 
will take it from an evangelist when they won't even take it from 
their own pastor. An evangelist usually has more authority & can 
even tell the pastor off if he needs it! 

11. I strongly recommend the two-hour meeting at the 
longest! I've found lately with the local Family here that our one-
hour inspirational meetings are even better. 

12. Cut your meetings short, learn to keep & do things on 
time! Learn to start on time, leam to keep the schedule moving, 
the programme moving according to a certain definite schedule 
if you possibly can. Try to organise a schedule & a programme 
& try to stick to it. Now, I can't say that you're always going to 
be able to do it. Sometimes if you get really inspired & the Lord 
takes over & something happens that you didn't even plan but 
God did, you can always do that, you know. 

13. You don't want to go to the opposite extreme where 
you're just absolutely hide-bound to dismiss punctually on the 
point no matter what's going on if things have cut loose & the 
Spirit really is free & people are really having a good time. 
You've got to judge that according to the situation & play it by 
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